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Exacoms Drops feature seamlessly captures the information during the execution of any form of task, helping to optimize the efficiency of the engineering process. The Sizing of the data points further enhances the ability to identify the relationships, creating an intuitive experience for all stakeholders. Exacoms unique Context functionality seamlessly capture the
information in the foreground of the video, enabling contextualization of the data points in the timeline. Leveraging Goals, the goal of any notification can be captured and tracked through time, allowing for a more accurate interpretation of the data. Exacoms Sentiment product intelligence provides users with the ability to identify the emotions, attitudes and values.

This knowledge can be used to detect the level of engagement, revealing the likelihood of whether or not an individual has the intent to continue performing their task. Exacoms Recording Platform sizes can be as small as one device or as large as a multi-site deployment. The Recording Platform can be deployed in standalone units, single-site, or as part of a multi-site
audio logging or other enterprise record solution. About Siemens Siemens is a world leader in electrification solutions for the automation industry. Siemens is a global company, working in over 100 countries with almost 400,000 employees and with manufacturing and sales networks that span the globe. Siemens' product and services can be found on four continents.

From electric drive systems for commercial vehicles and industry to electronic systems and services for the energy efficient and emission-reducing car of the future, from medical devices for a healthier life and safer operation for people and structures to intelligent buildings and industry 4.0, Siemens brings electronics to a new level of excellence. The products and
services range from the highly reliable, innovative and intelligent power electronics for traction and rotating machines to highly efficient electrical drives, power transmission solutions and software solutions for the industrial sectors, automation, production, facilities, building technology, households and industry 4.0. The company is headquartered in Dusseldorf,

Germany .
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batch examap makes it easy to review high-resolution orthogonal images in large numbers of cases in an intuitive and efficient manner. the data are exported in jpeg format for use on pacs or in other pacs-compatible workstations. exacoms robust logging recorder platform, hindsight 4, addresses the challenges within mission-critical data and audio recording. intuitive,
scalable, and secure, this voice logger is field-proven with installations ranging from single-sites to complex multi-site configurations. acom.pc is software for reviewing digital data from an examination on a standard pc. because the software is based on microsoft windows tm, functions like copy to clipboard and postscript printing as well as exporting and cd/dvd

recording are supported. optimized image review makes acom.pc a universal tool for daily routine tailored to the physician's needs. pc-based user interfaces enable medical personnel to access patient data from any pc using a regular web browser. the exacom acom.pc for image review collects the patient's digital data in a central repository for subsequent medical
evaluation and archiving. the exacom acom.pc for image review can be installed on up to eight pcs, each with a dedicated role in the network. the perfect tool to optimize image quality, the exacom acom.pc for image review incorporates the following image analysis functions: automatic image quality detection, region of interest creation, image analysis, generation of
reports and archiving. version 6.4 allows the use of the new exacom acom.pc for image review which features a new interface and support for the following products: acuson p30, acuson p40, acuson p50, siemens acuson c50, siemens acuson c60, siemens acuson a1000, ge healthcare l750, ge healthcare s800, ge healthcare e6, ge healthcare e9, ge healthcare m6, ge
healthcare x6, ge healthcare x7, ge healthcare x8, ge healthcare x9, toshiba portable xa, toshiba portable xb, and toshiba portable xc. on-going development brings new functions to the exacom acom.pc for image review. the latest version adds the following new features: autocalculation, ultrasound strip, and a new configuration of the pm (pulse mapping) function. at

the start of 2013, exacom has released a free lite version of the exacom acom.pc for image review which includes all the functions mentioned in this announcement. 5ec8ef588b
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